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 From MD’s Desk:
Dear Suvidhites,
Based on the feedback received from the readers, the Management with the advice of the
publisher of the magazine, decided to change the periodicity of our Newsletter from
monthly to quarterly. This is the first quarterly issue coming out for our readers. Hope you
will enjoy the new layout and provide us your feedback to improve the contents of the
magazine.
I sincerely thank all the SHs for reposing faith in the Company and passing the resolution
put forth during the Adjourned EGM. On behalf of Board of Directors I thank you once
th
again. The EGM was adjourned to June 9 2019 on the request of a few SHs to provide
E-Voting facility. Management acceded to their request to give a fair chance for all stake
holders, though it involved quite a bit of expenses to the Company. To my surprise only 46 SHs have opted for
E-Voting facility. And I am sure that majority of this 46 are Resident SHs. In such a scenario, whether it is
advisable to go for E-Voting which will be a burdensome on the financial segment of the Company, especially
when your Company is facing a financial crunch, is the question to be answered. I request SHs to debate on this
issue and come out with suggestions.
With the conclusion of the Financial Year 2018-19, we are in the process of finalizing our Accounts and submitting
it for auditing. Once the audit commences, it is possible to assess when we can hold our Annual General body
Meeting. We will communicate the date and month well in advance to all our SHs.
The activities of conducted by different Committees of the Company are elaborated elsewhere in the News Letter
under the respective heads of the Committees. Suggestions and advises are welcome to improve the life in
Suvidha.
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On the Legal front the Criminal Case is postponed to 30 of November 2019 and the Civil Case to 2 of August.
Our Advocates are exuding with confidence that they are on a firm footing in the cases. Thanks for the
wholehearted support extended by all of you.
Finally, though monsoon has crossed the Coastal line of our country, we at Suvidha are yet to experience a good
shower. Earlier years by the end of May month Suvidha was getting one or two good showers which fill our lake.
But this year our lake is drying fast wanting for good and copious rains. If monsoon eludes us for a week time,
then we may face water scarcity. It is my earnest request to all the SHs to use water judiciously and save it even
if it is a few drops.
Thanking you,
With Regards
C. B. Prabhakar
Managing Director
----------- ---------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------- ----------- ------------

Events
Events at Suvidha During April to June 2019
06-04-2019: Ugadi Celebrations At Suvidha
th

The Resident Ladies of Suvidha joined hands to celebrate UGADI on Saturday the 6 April 2019 at the
Banquet Hall in Suvidha Club House. All were warmly
welcomed to the UGADI celebrations with their relations /
friends.

The program started at 11.30 a.m. A documentary on “THE
STORY OF INDIA” with Michael Wood (courtesy
Brig.Pardhasaradhi) was presented. Acclaimed writer and
historian, Michael Wood uncovered in this documentary
fabulous sights, sounds and dazzling achievements of the
world’s oldest and most influential civilization. The audience
were enthralled by the presentation as they were mentally
transported to the good olden days. This was followed by a sumptuous traditional UGADI Lunch. All the
participants enjoyed the Special Lunch served on this memorable festive occasion. We thank the organizers
who put in their best efforts to make it very enjoyable.
Some snaps taken on this occasion are at this link -

https://photos.app.goo.gl/1PGi6aBQ4BzVawwcA

13-04-2019: Sri Rama Navami Celebrations At Suvidha
th

Sri Rama Navami was celebrated at Suvidha on 13 April 2019 with
fervour and devotion. Mr. PK Nayak and Mrs. Vasanti Nayak took
initiative to celebrate this festival on a grand scale. The traditional puja
and bhajans were organised. All the suvidhites and other residents
participated in the function with devotion. Prasad was distributed to all
participants to invoke the blessings of Sriram. Prof. Rukmani and other
seniors spoke on the occasion.
Our thanks are due to Mr. PK Nayak and Mrs. Vasanti Nayak who hosted a tasty lunch to all the participants.
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Snaps taken on this occasion are presented at - https://photos.app.goo.gl/ab6Jt7GuNyn4XVwS6

14-04-2019: Wild Karnataka – a Blue Chip Documentary
Wild Karnataka, 52 minutes Blue Chip Documentary produced by Mr. Sarath Champati, cottage 115A and his
th
colleagues on behalf of Karnataka Forest Department was screened on 14 April in Bangalore. A bus load of
Suvidhites were lucky enough to view the documentary. The film was made by a team of over 24 camera
persons and took 4years to make. It is narrated by Sir David Attenborough! Congratulations to the team from
all Suvidhites !!! Thanks to Sarath for inviting us all to the show !!!
27-04-2019: Zumba Dancing for Seniors
More than a dozen Suvidhaites are having fun Zumba Dancing on two mornings of the week. Every Tuesday
and Saturday we meet at the Banquet Hall and dance to Zumba for Seniors music and video projected on to
the screen. There is no cost involved.
We follow the teacher on screen for an initial 20 minutes of standing and dancing exercises. We follow that up
with 15 minutes of sitting Zumba exercises. We end with five minutes of cooling down with breathing
exercises guided ably by Chandrakant’s calm voice and instructions.
Our Zumba mornings are turning out to be a much awaited and enjoyed part of life in Suvidha. We welcome
all those who would like to join us to come and shake a leg or two with us.

28-04-2019: Open House Meeting At Suvidha
We had the Open House meeting on 28th of April 2019 mainly to discuss the ongoing legal cases, both Civil
and Criminal. SHs were informed of the formation of a Core Committee to look into the legal aspects and to
guide the Board. The members of the Committee briefly explained the progress of the cases.
The Committee has submitted a Status Report to the Board. Since the cases have just commenced, at the
Board Meeting held on 5th April, 2019 it was decided that both the Committee's report and the minutes of the
Open House should be examined and suitably vetted by our advocates to ensure that our cases in court are
not adversely affected in any manner. Accordingly, the reports were submitted to our advocates for their
opinion and advice. The Minutes of the Open House and Core Committee Reports sent to all SH are
confidential documents hence all are requested to ensure that the reports are not circulated elsewhere.
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25-05-2019: Birthday celebrations of Wg.Cdr. Rajamani
Prof. Rukmani of Cottage 73-74, her son (Mr. Ravi) and daughter (Dr. Parvathi)
th
th
together planned to celebrate the 90 Birthday of Wg.Cdr. Rajamani on 25 May
2019. An Odissi Dance program by Dr. Parvathi was also arranged to honour her
father on his birthday. Dr. Parvathi, Cottage # 158, expressed her sentiments in this
context as under:
th

“… My father completed his four scores and ten years on the 25 May 2019. This
grand event was celebrated in a manner befitting the occasion. Our relatives from
Trichy and some special friends came all the way to attend the celebrations which
went off with a bang. I also performed a few pieces of classical Odissi dance which is
of special interest to my father. All in all it was a memorable celebration.
We (my brother and I) pray that my parents live for many more years and continue to guide us with their wise
counsel.
I would like to especially thank all the Suvidhites who as my parents' close friends sharing the same pollution
free pristine living space at Suvidha attended the function and participated on this occasion …”

The Residents of Suvidha village and other Suvidhites who attended the function have greatly enjoyed the
birthday celebrations and the High Tea arranged served. Kindly click on the link below, to take a peek into
the happenings on that day. https://photos.app.goo.gl/pmYEMFm1hLzAvoni9
09-06-2019: Extra-ordinary General Body meeting
The Extra-ordinary General meeting (which was convened on Sunday, the 12th day of May 2019 at 11.00
A.M. and adjourned sine die) of the shareholders of the Company was convened on Sunday, the 9th day of
June 2019 at 11.00 A.M. at the registered office of the Company. The meeting was well attended and the
main agenda item of approving financial limits towards legal expenses with regard to land dispute case,
was approved by majority votes.
23-06-2019: Fruit Mela
At the request of Dr.A N Yellappareddy, the Bangalore Environment Trust has organized a Fruit Mela on
rd
Sunday the 23 June 2019, from 8 am to 10.30 am. Many varieties of Mangoes, Jack fruits and Jamun fruits
grown through organic farming, were on the show. These fruits were procured from the Farmers directly at
wholesale rates with some special discount of 5% to 10 %. We thank Dr.A N Yellappareddy for this initiative
which was very much appreciated by all the Suvidha residents.
23-06-2019: Dr. M. Mohan Rao – Book release function
Releasing of the book titled "Glimpses Of Surgery & Surgeon" authored by Dr. M Mohan Rao of Cottage #
114, was organised on 23-06-2019 at Suvidha Banquet Hall. The Book was released by Mr P. Kamalaksha
Nayak of Cottage # 167. The function was presided over by Dr K.S. Shekar. Copies of the Book were
presented to all who attended the function. Any one interested in acquiring a copy of the book may contact Dr.
Mohan Rao @ 9481741452.
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Here is the link to photos taken on the occasion. https://photos.app.goo.gl/XWfv5um4cwMnyhJg8
th

04-07-2019: 79 Birthday Celebrations of Dr. KS Shekar
Dr. KS Shekar, our Founder Chairman of Suvidha, celebrated his 79th birthday on 4th of July. On this
occasion of Dr Shekar's Birthday members of Suvidha Geetha Class sang the Sanskrit Birthday song
invoking God’s blessings. Dr Mohan Rao briefed the audience about the achievements of Dr Shekar, who
was his junior in post graduation at Madras. Dr. Shekar and his family members hosted lunch to the residents
and Staff. All the Suvidhites present on the occasion wished him good health and happiness. Here are a few
snaps taken on that occasion.
Here are a few snaps taken on this occasion ….

06-07-2019: 91st Birthday Celebrations of Brigadier Eyunni Parthasaradhi, VSM ( Retired)
The birthday celebration of Brigadier Parthasaradhi (Cottage 84) was attended
by over 112 Suvidhites and it was indeed a very enjoyable event. All the
celebrations were meticulously planned by the family members of Brigadier
Parthasaradhi. We, the Suvidhites, congratulate all of them for this excellent
effort.
The celebrations started at 5.20 pm with a short movie made by his family on
the journey of his life of over 91 years, followed by a wonderful documentary of
the ‘ Great Feast in the Oceans ’ by David Attenborough which was a great visual feast for all of us . Initiating
the main program, the birthday song in Sanskrit was sung by Dr Mohan Rao and the Sanskrit Group
showering heavenly blessings on the birthday boy. After this the cake was cut and the delicious fresh fruit
cake with very light cream made by Taj Pastry Chef Mr Mahesh Babu was served to all.
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The highlight of the evening was the Quiz Show conducted by the Brigadier’s older son Vijay and this saw the
competitive edge emerge within the elderly attendees. The first prize was won by fellow resident Major
Sudarshan and the second and third prizes were also given out. The Dinner was a sumptuous spread of good
South Indian and Karnataka Food and Paan, concluding at 8.15 pm.
The event was also attended by his children, son and daughter in law, nephews from Hyderabad, grand
daughter and family and some retried officers from the Indian Army. The event was graced also by his
younger son’s father-in-law Mr Adi Justel from Austria, a highly talented and well known musician in Austria,
this being his first visit to India. He was moved by the warmth and the camaraderie he witnessed that evening
in the Suvidha Family towards each other. Here is the link to photos and videos taken on this occasion:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KbXv15fPdgsQy-uex69O91FjIK2-6PyB

Brig. Parthasaradhi thanked all the residents and other attendees who took time and effort to attend the event
hosted by his family for his 91st Birthday, despite their own commitments and was very much grateful for this
honour.
11-07-2019: Demise of Mrs. Pushpa Prabhu, w/o Mr. Devidas D Prabhu, Cottage 53-54
“… Pushpa was the youngest of six children born to Radhabai and Krishna Shanbag in Shirali on December
7, 1935. She spent the early part of her life commuting between Shirali and Mumbai. Being the youngest she
was chosen by her family to go to Balmohan school in Dadar and her name was on the wall in the school
honour rolls. She married Devidas Prabhu on November 23rd 1961 at the Shirali Temple. She had three
children Nanda, Ujwala and Sumangala who she doted on and they meant the world to her. Her loss is sorely
felt by her husband and children who will miss her unconditional love, gentle guidance and advice…”
During her stay in Suvidha Pushpa ji has been an elder friendly member of Ladies Club. She was very
enthusiastic to attend all Suvidha functions. She was always there with a sweet smile on her face. The news
of her sudden demise was a rude shock to all residents in the village. This small but close knit community
regrets the loss and extends heart felt condolences to the members of the bereaved family. We pray for her
soul to rest in peace.
Down the memory lane ….
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Suvidha on the move
 Kitchen Committee report for Quarter ending June 2019
Chairperson - Mr. Veeranna Chigateri, Resident Director
The Kitchen committee has taken several successful steps towards a better kitchen and
dining areas in overall cleanliness and better food served to Suvidhites and guests. We
had to face and overcome massive challenges of shortage of staff and sudden departure
of the previous Head Chef. But happily the situation has improved and presently we have
enough staff members dedicated to Kitchen work.
Regular Deep Cleaning and Pest Control of Kitchen premises have delightfully resulted in
a spotlessly clean, pest free and well arranged kitchen. Kitchen staff members have
expressed satisfaction in working there and are keen to maintain its cleanliness and
order. Kitchen waste management has also received a much-needed fillip from using new
waste segregation bins inside the kitchen and from the new waste composting bins located outside the kitchen.
The coupons system in practice for the last few months has now achieved 100 percent acceptance. It is
heartening to report that there have been no complaints about its functioning or availability. The system is
streamlined and progressing smoothly and has resulted in the Kitchen becoming the most profitable department in
Suvidha.
Further to that the committee has decided to work out revised and increased food tariffs for all meals as the
current prices had been established in 2015.
The breakfast menu has been changed slightly on Wednesdays and Fridays to include Uppittu Sheera and North
Indian Alu Paratha respectively.

 Landscape Committee Report for Quarter ending June 2019
Chairperson – Mrs. Ahalya Shetty, Director
1. In February, a 3 week exercise was taken up to rejuvenate the soil quality by
scheduling a programme for organic manuring of all the landscaped areas. This was
done after over 4 years. We covered the areas around the cottages and all the
common area landscaping as well. This has helped us grow healthier plants.
2. We have managed to increase the gardening staff to earlier optimal numbers in order
to maintain the landscaped areas more efficiently.
3. We have done a pilot project on the feasibility of using drip irrigation in about 3 areas.
We need to work out how the funding for this is to be managed, and whether we want
to have it in front of all cottages and in the common areas where feasible. We will get
back to you on this matter.
4. Some work is going on to improve the vegetable garden to supply more vegetables for the kitchen.
New Landscaping works
1. Central Park: We have completed the Central park which is a space created for our seniors who are
comfortable walking on a flat surface. It has taken some time to complete, because we had to grow our own
plants for this area.
The central theme of this park is a tree surrounded by a star shape with red plants. This is a design which our
founder Chairman Dr Shekar had suggested for this place. It was something he had seen outside the Sttutgart
Convention Centre in Germany. This landscaping was done a few years ago in Suvidha, but did not sustain. So
this time we re-landscaped this area and included a walking path and many other features.
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The tree in the centre is Kauri Pine / Agathis Robusta, a tall imposing conifer which can reach upto 50m in its
native forests in Northern Australia. This tree was sourced by Indo American from North India. It is surrounded
by the star shape, which has red Acalypha plants. The spaces adjoining the star have ground cover flowering
plants - 2 varieties of Lantana which attract butterflies. The star is enclosed by a circular area of Mexican grass
which in turn is surrounded by a circular walking path.
Beyond the walking path there is an outer circle, where we have a lot of interesting varieties of plants to add
colour, fragrance and to attract butterflies & birds. In this outer circle 3 benches have been placed for our seniors
to rest while walking and 2 Singapore cherry trees have been planted on both sides of the benches to provide
shade.
We have also planted a Neem tree to purify the air.
2. Behind cottages 115 / 124 we made creative use of two dead trees.
The first one was a Singapore Cherry tree which we uprooted, cleaned
the roots and placed in the soil, strengthened the base and
smoothened the branches.
We then hung coloured pots mainly green, yellow & orange which
blends well with our Landscape colours of both leaves & flowers. The
plants that were used have contrast colours to the pots to highlight their
foliage & flowers.
It is a very colourful and pretty sight as you can see in the picture.
The second one was the trunk of a dead tree placed horizontally on the
ground which has been there for over 2 years. We removed the rotten
wood from the center part of the tree trunk, lined it and filled it with soil.
Multicolored Dwarf Euphorbia plants have been placed in the centre &
a hardy variety of creepers are planted on all the four sides. These
plants need very little water and need a lot of sun. So this is the ideal
place for it.
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Both these arrangements will look very beautiful in a couple of months once the plants grow and deck up with
more flowers.

3. Fruit Tree Plantation in Suvidha
We are planning a tree planting programme (Vanamahotsava) for planting coconut and fruit trees in an area
where water to irrigate these trees is abundantly available. Our directors are sponsoring a part of the trees.
Shareholders who would like to sponsor these trees are welcome to do so. Mr Vasanth, our Asst. Manager has
the list of trees & prices and you can handover your contribution to him.
His mobile number is +91 97428 93137

 HR and Office Management Committee Report for Quarter ending June 2019
Chairperson – Mrs. Geeta Jaisim, Resident Director
The Committee held several meetings over the three month period from April to June 2019,
to consider matters such as: staffing of Suvidha, Annual Performance Appraisals for Staff
and implementation of the Minimum Wages Act along with the annual increments in
salaries.
The meetings were attended by other Committee Chairpersons as well, so that all
concerned were involved in appraising staff requirements, HR costs and Performance
Appraisal / Management.
Finally, we were able to complete the implementation of the Minimum Wage Act, (which has
unavoidably resulted in a substantial increase in the salary bill).
Performance Appraisals for all staff members was also done and annual increments were also approved and
granted.
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Letters to all staff members have been readied (to be issued shortly) , giving them details of their new Grades
and Salaries, while also reminding them of their duties and responsibilities to Suvidha.
It would be recalled that during the months of January and February 2019, the HR & Office Management
Committee had organized Soft-Skills Training for all staff, with the aim of making them more aware of their duties
and responsibilities in an institution like Suvidha.
It is expected that the staff members will accordingly be more compliant with multi-tasking required of them and
that they will imbibe a more service-oriented approach to their duties and towards Suvidha Residents.

 Housekeeping Committee Report for Quarter ending June 2019
Chairperson – Ms. Gayitri H.V, Resident Director
The Housekeeping committee which is also in charge of Waste Management and Water
Conservation, has been making continual and dedicated efforts to make life in Suvidha
not only more pleasant but also more environment friendly.
Housekeeping Services: While housekeeping duties and cottage allotments are going
on regularly, there is an acute shortage in HK staff. It has become a challenge to cope
with the Housekeeping needs of Suvidha as the strength of Residents has gone up to 75
in the recent past. The present strength of HK staff does not provide for such
requirements. We are studying various options available to us to augment the level of
service required in Suvidha.
Waste Management: After the pilot, the first phase of installing leaf composting bins has been completed
successfully. Two large (5’x5’) composting bins have been installed; one behind the cafeteria kitchen and the
other in the nursery area. Three similar but smaller (4’x4’) bins have been installed to collect both household
kitchen waste and leaf / garden waste. Housekeeping and landscaping staff have been instructed in the optimal
use of these bins for composting kitchen waste and dried leaves. All the bins are being utilised properly. The next
phase of bin installations will be taken up at the earliest to complete the process of composting at regular sites so
that the vehicle trips for waste collection are reduced to only once or twice a week. With this segregation of waste
at source, will also be easier to enforce.
Water Conservation continues to be a challenge and we hope to come up with a detailed plan for the same in
the near future.

 Security Committee Report for Quarter ending June 2019
Chairperson – Mr. Veeranna Chigateri, Resident Director
In the beginning the Security Committee was chaired by Sri C B Prabhakar with Sri
Chandrakanth Bhat, Sri J Gopalakrishnan and Sri Suresh Babu as its members.
Subsequently when our MD was to allot more time to the legal hurdles faced by our
Company the baton of chairing the Committee was entrusted to Resident Director Mr.
Veeranna Chigateri.
During various checks on the working of the Security System in the village it was
observed that the Guards were not complying with the System and Procedure laid down
by Suvidha. It was brought to the notice of the Security Agency M/S Global Securities to
have a proper system in place. It was also observed that many of the guards employed
were not performing upto the mark. The Agency did not provide enough guards to protect our campus. On one
occasion when a few drunken outsiders jumped our compound wall the guards did not catch them or chase them
out immediately, even after our MD advised them to do so.
Finally, it was decided to change the agency and the new Agency, M/S Jaya Detectives, in the meeting between
our Company and the Agency assured us of providing continued security protection to our Campus without any
hindrances. However, within a week of taking charge the Agency went back on its assurances and on many
occasions there were no guards near STP and Lake Posts. It was left to our Security Officer and MD to take a
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round during the nights to go around the campus. When the matter was not resolved and was threatening to
go out of control, it was decided to change the Agency once again.
This time around, we had to take a drastic step to change the Security Agency once again for the benefit of the
Village. We are in search of a capable and efficient agency to look after the Security aspect of our Campus.

 Maintenance Committee Report for Quarter ending June 2019
Chairperson – Mr. S.M. Subba Rao, Senior Resident
Maintenance work in Suvidha: April - June 2019
The following significant works were executed by our maintenance / civil departments:
01. Four garden benches repaired and repainted.
02. Solar panels serviced as part of once-in-three month cleaning routine.
03. New earth pit constructed to address safety concerns at cottage 93/94.
04. Junction boxes for garden lights procured. Replacement necessitated by degradation due
to exposure to weather. Work will spread over several weeks.
05. Main cable replacement at cottage 115B.
06. Tracing of 2" pipework laid as a ring around the entire compound over a decade ago to
serve as watering lines for plants and extinguishing bush fires. Work has been completed
between STP and cottage 181. This project is expected to take several more months.
07. Alterations made to the suspension of one of the smaller buggies. The results - in terms of
ride quality and tyre wear - are pleasing.
08. Doors at the gym corridor, banquet hall, toilets have been repaired and realigned. Re-tiling
done at damaged portions of the banquet hall and library.
09. Compound walls at the back of Airtel tower, cottages 181 to 185, Rani land and STP rebuilt
after damage caused by elephants. A case of Suvidha proposes and elephant disposes!
10. Health centre modified to make the rooms more spacious and comfortable to short-term
patients.
11. The incoming side weir behind cottages 115 A/B has been given a bed of broken glass to
prevent miscreants from entering from there. This will enhance our security level.

 Suvidha Cottage Information: for Rental / Sale
Many shareholders requested to include information about the cottages that are available for rent or second sale.
Accordingly the Suvidha office has brought out four tabulations that enumerate the required details as on 10-072019. Click on the link below for details:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11KCkm_hBi6Xp4CTs_7VoGW_tciEIK0m2/view?usp=sharing
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Suvidha Birds & Butterflies:
o

Birds of SUVIDHA: This is a series of beautiful and at times stunning
pictures of birds that are either resident of or visitors to our Village. Mr.
Ashok Dey, a permanent resident of SUVIDHA since November 2010,
has been able to photograph as many as 113 different species of birds
in the Village.

o

Butterflies of SUVIDHA: India has over 1,500 species of butterflies.
Mr. Ashok Dey, has been able to photograph and identify 80 species
of butterflies inside our Village until now. Our Newsletter will carry this
series comprising pictures and descriptions of butterflies of SUVIDHA.

Painted Lady
I got very lucky 2 weeks ago, in the morning of July 1st to be exact. As I was passing the triangular traffic
island next to Cottage # 105 on my way back from the Lake, I noticed a butterfly that I had never seen before
flitting between the little daisies* that grow almost everywhere in our Village. But because the butterfly kept
darting from flower to flower, never staying on any one perch for too long, it took a good 15 minutes of
stalking before I could get lucky. Also, despite its bright colours it was difficult to follow because of its swift
flight and very rapid wingbeats.

This butterfly is the Painted Lady Vanessa cardui . With wingspans ranging from 55-70mm, it is a truly
beautiful butterfly. It is possibly the mot widely distributed butterfly in the world and has been identified in
almost all continents barring Antarctica and South America. In the India it has been seen in coastal regions as
also at altitudes of over 4,000m in the Himalayas. While colouration and markings of all individuals are about
the same, they tend to vary considerably in size. Both genders look alike.
(* Tridax procumbens, commonly known as Coatbuttons or Tridax Daisy. This is a great favourite of all kinds of butterflies, but
is considered a tenacious weed by most gardeners and hence uprooted all the time. )
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Readers’ Corner :

The Taittirīya Upaniṣad
Courtesy: Dr. T. S. Rukmani, PhD, Dlitt., Resident of Suvidha Village, Cottage # 73-74
(Presently, the author is a Distinguished Professor Emeritus, Concordia University, Montreal, Canada.)

The Taittirīya Upaniṣad (Taitt.Up) belongs to the Taittirīya school of the Yajurveda. This is one of
three main Upaniśads the other two being he Br̥hadāraṇyaka Up. and the Chāndogya Up. The
Taitt.Up is divided into three chapters (vallis) each valli containing many sections. They are calledŚikṣā Valli, Brahmānanda Valli and the Bhr̥gu Valli respectively. This Upaniṣad occupies a very
important place in the pantheon of Upaniṣads as it contains some of the values that inform Hindu
culture. Every civilization has its cultural markers. In fact that is the reason why very often one talks
about Indian Culture, European culture, American culture and so on, the presumption being that there
are distinct markers which can be identified with separate cultures.
In this artilcle I shall try and give you an idea of what the contents of the Śikṣā Valli are. In general, today, śikṣā stands for
‘education’, ‘instruction’ etc. But according to the Taitti. Up. we can see that śikṣā is taken in the sense of all the aspects of
language both in a primary and secondary sense. The secondary sense is ‘education’ as the principles of language are of
immense importance in education. But the primary task is to understand the many aspects of ‘language’ and language
application and that is what the Śikṣā Valli tries to explain. Thus the word Śikṣā used in the Taitt.Up actually denotes the
science of phonetics in Sanskrit and is directly concerned with pronunciation and other matter concerning language. Since
language deals with a multiplicity of topics one finds this Up. rich in thought and content.
One can also attribute the use of the word Śikṣā for this Valli as it is the first of the six Vedāṅgas (limbs of the Veda) in
Vedic literature. Apart from the first Vedāṅga known as Śikṣā there are five others known as Kalpa (rules pertaining to
Rituals), Vyākaraṇa (Grammar), Nirukta (etymological explanation of words), Chhandas (Vedic meter) and Jyotiṣa
(Astrology). From the very meaning of these words one can surmise that the six Vedaṅgas have had a big role in
maintaining the purity and authenticity of the Vedic tradition.
After the opening prayer “śam no mitraḥ śam varuṇaḥ; śam no bhavatyaryamā” etc, etc. which I think most of you people
are familiar with and which is the first mantra of the first section of the first Valli (I.1) the Up. starts off (I.2) by stating what
the Śikṣā Valli contains. Thus it declares Om; We shall now instruct about the science of “pronunciation”. Thus this mantra
states “it will discuss the many aspects of pronunciation”. It then lists them as the alphabet (varṇaḥ), accent (svaraḥ-which
are of three kinds: uddātta, svaritaḥ and anudāttaḥ), measure (mātrā-which is the time required for pronunciation),
emphasis (balam-the kind of effort needed to pronounce different letters), uniformity (sāma- the medium mode of
pronunciation) and juxtaposition (santānaḥ- joining in different combinations the letters/words). (I have used Swami
Gambhirananda’s translation of these technical words).
Note: The question can be asked why is language so important in an Upaniṣadic text which mainly deals with spiritual
matters. Since the instruction was mainly oral at the time the Upaniṣads were composed, correct enunciation and
articulation of the Sanskrit language along with the accents was extremely important to convey the correct meaning of the
verses/mahāvākyas. If one pays close attention to the meaning of the various technical words like sāma, santānaḥ, etc
mentioned above it will be clear that their very purpose is to preserve and transmit the vedic mantras in as pure a state as
possible for which they devised these various tools.
There is an interesting legend mentioned in the Mahābhāṣya, a grammar text written by Patañjali belonging to 150-200
BCE (not to be confused with Patañjali of the Yogasūtra fame) that gives an example illustrating the importance of correct
pronunciation of the Vedic mantras with the proper accent.
Indra and Vr̥tra were legendary foes and were always trying to get the better of each other. On one occasion Vr̥tra
performed a sacrifice with the sole purpose of killing Indra. But when he pronounced the words for the final ‘svāhā’ he
used a wrong accent and instead of the mantra meaning ‘to kill the enemy of Vr̥tra’ (who is Indra) it turned out as ‘to kill
the enemy of Indra’ which of course is Vr̥tra himself. Thus because Vr̥tra did not use the correct accent in the mantra he
was destroyed says the Mahābhāṣya. This is just to illustrate the importance of preserving the vedic mantras in their
purity.
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The third section of the first Valli starts by praying for fame and glory for both the teacher and student who. The idea is
that the glory can only come when the subject is pursued with dedication. Having already listed the various ways in which
the texts need to be analysed mentioned in the second section, in section three (1.3) the methodology to be followed for
spiritual meditation is attempted. Thus this section mentions five categories on which meditation can be practised. The
technical terms for them are ‘adhilokam’ (meditation pertaining to the various worlds), ‘adhijyoudiṣam (pertaining to the
luminaries), ‘adhividyam’ (pertaining to knowledge), ‘adhiprajam’ (pertainigng to projeny), and finally
‘adhyātmam’
(pertaining to the individual body). One should understand that the list is not exhaustive but just a pointer to the various
ways in which one can practice meditation.
Note: If one pays attention to the five categories mentioned above it will be noted that they deal with the enhancement of
one’s mediation skills using them for living an ideal life in the world. In other words ‘adhilokam’ is rooted in the physical
world. Thus the Up takes an aspirant gradually from the physical world to higher levels of meditation. This is the subject
matter upto section five of the first Valli (I.5) Thus we see that the first few mantras in the Taitt.Up are devoted to guiding a
person to live an ideal spiritual life in the world so that one can then advance to the higher levels and in the ultimate stage
attain mokṣa. Thus the aim of the Up is to guide a person spiritually inclined, from the lower medtitation techniques to
higher and higher realms gradually.
Brahman is introduced in section six, verse two of the first Valli (I.6.2). Thus it says: “In the space within the heart is that
puruṣa (Brahman), who can be realized through knowledge and who is immortal and effulgent” (sa ya eṣo’ntarhr̥daya
ākāśaḥ; tasminnayam puuṣo manomayaḥ, amr̥to, hiraṇmayaḥ). In section 8 of the first Valli (I.8.1) Om is introduced as
identical with Brahman. The scope of Om is detailed in this mantra as can be applied to anything and everything
associated with Brahman, like the sacrifices and at the start of recitation of the mantras. The belief in the efficacy of the
utterance of Om (with dedication and concentration) to achieve knowledge of Brahman is mentioned at the end of this
mantra Omiti brāḥmaṇaḥ pravakṣyanāhabrahmopāpnavānīti, brahmaivopāpnoti
Note: It will be noticed that this Up is gradually introducing the śiṣya to higher and higher realms of spiritual truths after
first discussing the sacrifices, then moving on to the various meditative devices based on a classification of five stages
starting from the gross and moving upwards and then finally culminating in the introduction of Om as the highest mantra.
While a theoretic knowledge was presented in the sections so far the Up now steps in to warn the disciple that unless all
these practices are rooted in the correct values of dharma they will not succeed. Thus the next section of the first Valli I (
I.1.9) along with the subsequent sections 10, 11 and 12 have taken it upon themselves to stress the importance of
character building based on some cardinal moral principles. The contents of these sections played a singular role in
defining the cultural values of Hindu culture and survive to this day.
As these sections are rather long and rich in content and need to be understood in their proper perspective I shall deal
with them in the next issue.
***@@@***

Compiled by Dr. P M Chandrasekhara, Resident Doctor, Cottage # 75

The man who could never forget anything, ever!
How can you make your amazing memory?
Like our own legend Ms. Shakunthala Devi; Harry Lorayne makes a living demonstrating his. When
he isn’t touring with his stage show or appearing on TV, he gets a lot of invitation to talk about
memory to clubs and organizations.
In America where Harry lives, some clubs can be huge, especially in the cities. You get
membership lists of a thousand, fifteen hundred or more names. Before the meeting starts, Harry stands at the door along
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with the President and is introduced to every member coming in. So there are days when he gets introduced to
upwards of one thousand five hundred people – one thousand five hundred brand new names and faces.
Chapter 4 - Your new, improved, portable memory store
One neat way in improving your memory is to split your study periods. You’ll see why this works if you draw a diagram.
Let’s suppose you want to learn a list of 40 items. You could represent that list by a line, like this:

You already know your mind has a tendency to remember the first and last items on the list. So you’re more or less
guaranteed to remember a total of two items. But suppose, instead of trying to remember the whole list, you split it in half,
like this:

You’re still talking about the same number of words (i.e. 40), but now you’ve got two lists
of 20 words each. If you try to remember one list of 20 words each. If you try to
remember one list, then take a break before trying to remember the second, the
principles of primacy and recency mean you will remember four times, not two – a 100%
increase!
There is a third principle, the principle of specifics, but for now, go back to Solomon
Veniaminovich Shereshevaskii, the man who never managed to forget anything.
Professor Luria didn’t just investigate how good Solomon’s memory was – he actually
found out why, the secret, which should come as no surprise to you, was Solomon’s almost unbelievable capacity for
visualisation. Solomon could visualise anything. He had a condition called synaesthesia which automatically called up
visual association with sounds and smells, tastes and textures. When, for example, Luria sounded a certain tone,
Solomon told him, “it looks like pink-red fireworks.” When he needed to remember something, Solomon translated it into a
visual image and remembered that instead. In his case, the process was entirely automatic, hard-wired into his brain by
the synaesthesia. In your case, it probably takes a little effort.

Your second Locus
Your first Locus was your own home. Your new Locus is you – or your body. It is a wholly portable, mental Filofax you can
learn to use in a hundred different ways. To start with, you can use it to make sure you remember everything you have to
do today. Here’s how. Assume you have a new list you want to memorize. Only this time, instead of confining yourself to
objects as in the first list, you’re going to start tackling the problems of abstractions – words that are difficult to visualize
because they don’t refer to things you can trip over or kick. In this case, the abstractions are actions – things you have to
do on the way home from school. Your list might go something like this =>
First you visualize your body in a full length mirror. Now, imagine the first item of any list on the top of your head. Imagine
the next item pasted onto your forehead. Visualize the third item as a neon sign which flashes on and off of your eyes.
Item 4 is stuffed in your nose; Item 5 goes into your mouth: Item 6 is balanced on your chin: Item 7 can be clearly seen
inside your throat as a transparent cylinder: Item 8 is strapped to your right arm: Item 9 has been in your left arm: Item
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10 has been dropped into your chest: Item 11 is tied to your belly button with pink bow: Item 12 is slung low over your
hips from a belt. Item 13 is sticking out of your thighs: Item 14 is now pasted to your knees. Item 15 is under the feet.

Look a bit carefully at them. And realise that these items are very different from one another, but they all have one thing in
common. Although they’re actions, they each involve at least one object. Some of them involve two. If you go through
each one, it’s easy to extract the objects from the actions.
o

An ice-cream and chocolate topping [two objects].

o

A vacuum cleaner [ one object]

o

The cinema [ one object]

o

Your Dog and his fleas [two objects]

o

Letter and your uncle [ two objects]

Working with abstraction
Once you start to think about actions, you’ll find they almost always involve one or more things somewhere along the line.
And here’s the secret you’ve probably figured out already. If you remember the things associated with your action, you
will automatically remember the action you wanted to take with them. Try it out. You’ll find it works. So all you have to do
is splash the ice-cream on you forehead and you’re reminded you have to buy one. If you use your body locus enough
you will, admittedly, eventually come across a few actions that don’t involve an object. They’re rare, but they exist.

Remembering longer lists
There’s really only one problem likely to arise with your body locus. There are fifteen locations on the locus, and for
simplicity you’ve worked with a 15-item list. But suppose you want to remember more than fifteen things?.
The answer is to extend your locus. You have two eyes, so you can stuff something up each. However, you won’t be able
to extend this locus for ever, but for all practical purposes you’ll find it’s big enough. Once you start using it, you’ll wonder
however you did without it.

To be continued.. Acknowledgement : Abridged version of the book “Memory” by Herbie Brennan 1977: published in UK by Scholastic ltd.
:Reprinted by Scholastic India Pvt. Ltd - 2011.
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ANNEXURE - 1



Door-Delivery Service Providers for Suvidha :

o

VEGETABLES

o

Healthy Farm Fresh: For vegetables and fruits: Contact: Mobile: 9632488467 / 9632389467. You can order your
requirements on their website also. Website http://www.healthyfarmfresh.com

o

BigBasket: For your groceries, Vegetables, fruits, House
www.bigbasket.com . All details are available on the website.

o

Kamruth Organics: Organic fruits , vegetables, milk and milk products, other organic grains and millets. Contact
person Mr. Chetan. Mobiles :9886148612 / 9480914769 for your requirements.

o

MEDICINES

o

Religare Medicals: Register with Religare to buy your medicines. Contact: 080-22956228 / 29.
Senior citizens get 10% discount.

o

Shantha Pharma: For supply of your medicines to your door-step, contact 8867781822 / 9986003614.
The shop is located on Kanakapura Road about 5 Km from Suvidha. Senior citizens get 10% discount.

o

ASSISTED LIVING SERVICES – Refer Annexure-2 also for more details.

o

Home Medical Care Services: They provide dependable service of a Doctor, Physiotherapy, Nursing or Trained
Attendant. Please visit for details - www.portea.com or contact - Tel No: 080-33554554

o

Elder Care: Run by retired army personnel. Large variety of services at your door step. Very reliable. More details
at www.eldercare.co.in

o

Beautiful Years Koramangala - Mobility Aids, Making homes elderly friendly (Toilets, Alarms, Cameras, Non-Slip
coatings, Bathroom Modifications and Grab Rails etc. Tel: 08069400333, 9986928141(Saurabh and Pavitra):
Website: https://www.beautifulyears. com

o

Pavan Surgicals - For BP Monitors and Mobility Aids, Wheel Chairs - Manager (Naveen) Tel: +91 9844682309

o

Anand Diagnostic Laboratory: Very reliable; Bowring Tower # 54, Bowring Hospital Road, Shivaji Nagar.
Bengaluru -560001. Email: Info@anandlab.com ; enquiry@anandlab.com ; Check for details Website:
www.anandlab.com ; For Home Visit: contact Ms.Violet – mobile 9449866287

o

TRANSPORT

o

Special-Needs Taxi Services: It is only to be seen to believe it. Please visit website for complete details:
www.kickstartcabs.com – or contact Tel: 8105600445

o

Balaji Taxi Services – Reliable taxi services are being provided by this agency. For booking and other details
contact – Mr. Srinivas – Land line 080 50771881, Mobile – 9845365245

o

Nandi Taxi - Mr Ravi Gowda. Tel: Cell & Whtsapp: 09980451515

o

Auto Riksha Services – Reliable Auto services are being provided by Mr. Narasimha Raju. For booking and other
details contact – Mobile: 9900327822 / 9980627163

o

PEST CONTROL

o

M/s. Maker Pest Control: They can provide pest control services at your cottage. For details contact at Ph.No. 080

Cleaning

products

etc.,

order

online

at

26608519, 9886743177 ; Email - makerpestcontrol@gmail.com
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ANNEXURE - 2

List of Healthcare Providers in Bangalore
( The Rupee values are indicative only)

PROVIDER

Spandana

SUMUKHA

Portea

Contact Details

Registration
Fee

Attender
Helper

Ms. Sunanda /
Ms. Ratna :
9845803616 :
080 25531122 / 23

One year
Rs. 15,000 to
35000

Rs.
15,000/pm

Mr. Tausif 080
42734996 :
18001212323 [IVRS]

1200/ Male
1100/Female

1350 to
1450

600/day
18,000/M

700/day
21,000/M

Zoctra.com

Ms. Pryanka
9152432219

Sagar
Healthseva

Esha
Saraswathi

Nightingales

750/week
3000/month
36000/Year

600/900
18-27000/M

Mr. Sunil 9972201432
Ms. Anitha 994583545
Ms. Prabhavathy or
Vipin
9886543235:
080 41710009
Ms. Hamsi :
9663701126
Ms. Kavitha
9945369185

1000/24hr
duty
16000/Month

Apna Care

Health Heal

Mr. Rohan / Mrityunjay
9629416503 :
080 23293333

Rs.1200 –
2000/Day
Rs.55,000/
Month
1800/day
40,000/
Month

Immediate
action

800/24hr
18000/M

950/Day
25 -30000/
Month

45,000/=
Month

10,000/Y
5000/6M

750.Day
15,000/M

17000/M

25000/M

25000/M

Rs. 2000
to 2500/
12Hrs
4000/ Day

750 - 859 /
day
20- 22000/
Month

To Sign
Agreement

600/day
18000/M

Immediate
service

Rs.
1000/day

3,000

Ms. B L R Aishwarya
41410029:
18001035530

Ms. Bhavya /Ram
080 30752584

Long term
Satisfactory
service
Rs. 2000/
day
Rs.40 to
45000/
month

Rs. 1000 –
Rs. 1500
per day

Lakshmi : 7338204385
9844968809
Mr. Manjunath
9741712857

Qualified
Nurse

Rs.17000
To 35000

Mr. Narayanaswamy
9880024265 :
080 22441963

Lakshmi
Home care

Ashwini

ANM
Trained
Nurse

Immediate
action

Rs.35000/
12hrs duty
Rs.52000/
24hrs duty
1000/D
30,000/M

1400 to
1500/Day

Provides
Med. Equip
: Lab test
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